FOREWORD

Dear Teacher,

Rwanda Education Board is honored to present Creative Arts (Fine Arts, Crafts and Music) Teacher’s guide, Primary Two which serves as a guide to competence-based teaching and learning to ensure consistency and unity in the learning of Fine arts, Crafts and Music subjects. The Rwandan educational philosophy is to ensure that learners achieve full potential at every level of education which will prepare them to be well integrated in society and exploit employment opportunities.

In line with efforts to improve the quality of education, the government of Rwanda emphasizes the importance of supporting teaching and learning materials with the syllabus to facilitate their learning process. Many factors influence what they learn, how well they learn and the competences they acquire. Those factors include the relevance of the specific content, the quality of teachers’ instructive methods, the assessment strategies and the instructional materials available.

We paid special attention to the activities that facilitate the learning process in which learners can develop ideas and make new discoveries during concrete activities carried out individually or with peers. With the help of the teachers, learners will gain appropriate skills and be able to apply what they have learnt in real life situations. Hence, they will be able to develop certain values and attitudes allowing them to make a difference not only to their own life but also to the nation.

This is in contrast to traditional learning theories which view learning mainly as a process of acquiring knowledge from the more knowledgeable who is mostly the teacher.

In competence-based curriculum, learning is considered as a process of active building and developing of knowledge and understanding, skills and values and attitude by the learner where concepts are mainly introduced by an activity, situation or scenario that helps the learner to construct knowledge, develop skills and acquire positive attitudes and values.

In addition, such active learning engages learners in doing things and thinking about the things they are doing and they are encouraged to bring their own real experiences and knowledge into the learning processes. In view of this, your role is to:

- Plan your lessons and prepare appropriate teaching materials.
- Organize group discussions for learners considering the importance of social constructivism suggesting that learning occurs more effectively when the learner works collaboratively with more knowledgeable and experienced people.
- Engage learners through active learning methods such as inquiry methods, group discussions, research, investigative activities and individual work activities.
• Provide supervised opportunities for learners to develop different competences by giving tasks which develop critical thinking, problem solving, research, creativity and innovation, communication and cooperation.

• Support and facilitate the learning process by valuing learners’ contributions in the class activities.

• Guide learners towards the harmonization of their findings.

• Encourage individual, peer and group evaluation of the work done in the classroom and use appropriate competence-based assessment approaches and methods.

To facilitate you in your teaching activities, the content of this teacher’s guide is self-explanatory so that you can easily use it. It is divided into 3 main parts:

Part 1: Starts with general introduction and explains the structure of this book and gives you the methodological guidance.

Part 2: Provides the sample lesson plans as reference for your lesson planning process.

Part 3: Provides details on teaching guidance for each concept.

As the Primary One’s learners are not able to use learners’ book themselves, this teacher’s guide contains the answers for all activities given to learners. So, as Creative Arts teacher, you are requested to work through each question and activity before judging learner’s findings.

I wish to sincerely appreciate all people who contributed towards the development of this teacher’s guide, particularly REB staff who organized the whole process from its inception. Special appreciation goes to the teachers who supported the exercise throughout. Any comment or contribution would be welcome to the improvement of this text book for the next versions.

Dr. NDAYAMBAJE Irénée
Director General, REB
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.0. About the teacher’s guide

This book is a teacher’s guide for Creative Arts-Music in Lower Primary Two. It is designed to accompany Lower Primary Learner’s book and intends to help teachers in the implementation of competence-based curriculum specifically Creative Arts (Fine Art, Crafts and Music) syllabus. As the name says, it is a guide that teachers can refer to when preparing their lessons. Teachers may prefer to adopt the guidance provided but they are also expected to be more creative and consider their specific classes’ contexts and prepare accordingly.

1.1. The structure of the guide

This section provides a paragraph presenting the guide: overall structure, the structure of a unit and the structure of a lesson. A brief explanation is given on each component to guide the users.

1.2. Methodological guidance

1.2.1 Developing competences

Since 2015, Rwanda shifted from a knowledge based to a competency-based curriculum for pre-primary, primary and general secondary education. This called for changing the way of learning by shifting from teacher centered to a learner-centered approach. Teachers are not only responsible for knowledge transfer but also for fostering children’s learning achievement and creating safe and supportive learning environment. It implies also that a learner has to demonstrate what she/he is able to do using the knowledge, skills, values and attitudes acquired in a new or different given situation.

The competence-based curriculum employs an approach of teaching and learning based on separate skills rather than dwelling on only knowledge or the cognitive domain of learning. It focuses on what learner can do rather than what learner knows. Learners develop basic competences through specific subject unit competences with specific learning objectives broken down into knowledge, skills and attitudes.

These competences are developed through learning activities disseminated in learner centered rather than the traditional instructive approach. Learner is evaluated against some set standards to achieve before moving on.

In addition to specific subject competences, learners also develop generic
competences which are transferable throughout a range of learning areas and situations in life. Below are examples of generic competences learners can gain from Creative Arts (Fine Art, Crafts and Music).

**Critical Thinking and problem solving**

Music lesson will help learner to increase his/her critical thinking which will make him/her to be able to find solutions for different problems in his or her daily life.

**Research and problem solving**

This ability will help learner to solve problem by using basic knowledge and explaining issues based on basic information.

**Creativity and Innovation**

This ability will help a learner to be initiative to bring ideas based on basic knowledge, to be creative.

**Communication Skills**

This ability will help a learner to communicate to each other freely and sharing ideas in proper verbal or written communication. So, teacher must make sure that the language is being used properly.

**Teamwork, Cooperation, Personal and Interpersonal management and life skills**

This ability help a learner to work together in groups, in every kind of work with proper values respecting each other’s right and ideas.

**Lifelong Learning**

Gaining this ability will help a learner to update themselves without others help.

1.2.2 **Addressing cross-cutting issues**

Among the changes in the competence-based curriculum, there is the integration of cross-cutting issues as an integral part of the teaching learning process. The eight cross-cutting issues identified in the national curriculum framework are the following: *Gender, Peace and values education, Financial education, Standardization culture, Inclusive education, Environment and sustainability, and Genocide studies.*
Peace and Values Education

This will appear when teacher is teaching a song and learners are following carefully without disturbing.

Gender balance

This appear when teacher form groups of both boys and girls and ensure equal participation of both during a given task.

Inclusive education

In case there are children with different impairment, teacher must respect and take care of them as their colleagues and given them special assistance for whom it is needed.

Financial education

Here the teacher shows the beneficial part of learning music by showing them examples of many artists who gain income from singing in different parties and ceremonies.

1.2.3 Careering students with special educational needs

In the classroom, learners learn in different ways depending on their learning pace, needs or any other special problem they might have. However, the teacher has the responsibility to know how to adopt his/her methodologies and approaches in order to meet the learning needs of each learner in the classroom. Also, teachers need to understand that learners with special needs, need to be taught differently or need some accommodations to enhance the learning environment. This will be done depending on the subject and the nature of the lesson.

In order to create a well-rounded learning atmosphere, teachers need to:

- Remember that learners learn in different ways so they have to offer a variety of activities (e.g. role-play, music and singing, word games and quizzes, outdoor activities, and practical works).
- Maintain an organized classroom (art rooms) and limits distraction. This will help learners with special needs to stay on track during a lesson and follow instruction easily.
- Vary the pace of teaching to meet the needs of each learner. Some learners process information and learn more slowly than others.
- Break down instructions into smaller manageable tasks. Learners with
special needs often have difficulty understanding long-winded or several instructions at once. It is better to use simple, concrete sentences in order to facilitate them to understand what you are asking.

- Use clear consistent language to explain the meaning (demonstrate or show pictures) if you introduce new words or concepts.
- Make full use of facial expressions, gestures and body language.
- Pair a learner who has a disability with a friend. Let them do things together and learn from each other. Make sure the friend is not over protective and does not do everything. Both learners will benefit from this strategy.
- Use multi-sensory strategies. As all learners learn in different ways, it is important to make every lesson as multi-sensory as possible. Learners with learning disabilities might have difficulty in one area, while they might excel in another. For example, use both visual and auditory signs.

Below are general strategies related to each main category of disabilities and how to deal with every situation that may arise in the classroom. However, the list is not exhaustive because each learner is unique with different needs and that should be handled differently.

**Strategy to help a learner with developmental impairment:**

Use simple words and sentences when giving instructions.

- Use real objects that the learner can feel and handle. Rather than just working abstractly with pen and paper.
- Break a task down into small steps or learning objectives. The learner should start with an activity that she/he can do already before moving on to something that is more difficult.
- Gradually give the learner less help.
- Let the learner work in the same group with those without disability.

In the subject of Creative Arts (Fine Art, Crafts and Music), you should get more information from:

- Using internet and a Library
- Creating a School Library
- Collecting data through observation
- Looking for art materials from nearest environment

**Strategy to help a learner with visual impairment:**

- Help learners to use their other senses (hearing, touch, smell and taste) to play and carry out activities that will promote their learning and development
• Use simple, clear and consistent language.
• Use tactile objects to help to explain a concept.
• If the learner has some sight, ask them what they can see.
• Make sure the learner has a group of friends who are helpful and who allow him/her to be as independent as possible.
• Plan activities so that learners work in pairs or groups when possible.

Strategy to help a learner with hearing impairment:

• Strategies to help learners with hearing disabilities or communication difficulties.
• Always get the learner’s attention before you begin to speak.
• Encourage the learner to look at your face.
• Use gestures, body language and facial expressions.
• Use pictures and objects as much as possible.
• Ask the parents/caregivers to show you the signs they use at home for communication. Use the same signs yourself and encourage other learners to also use them.
• Keep background noise to a minimum.

Strategies to help a learner with physical disabilities or mobility difficulties:

• Adapt activities so that learners who use wheelchairs or other movement aids or other learners who have difficulty in moving can participate.
• Ask parents/caregivers to assist with adjustable furniture e.g. The height of a table may need to be changed to make it easier for a learner to reach it or fit their legs or wheelchair.
• Get advice from parents or health professionals about assistive devices.

Adaptation of assessment strategies:

Each unit in the teacher’s guide provides additional activities to help learners achieve the key unit competence. Results from assessment inform the teacher which learner needs remedial, consolidation or extension activities. These activities are designed to cater for the needs of all categories of learners who are slow, average and gifted learners respectively.

• Easy activities should be given to learners with physical disability and mental disabilities.
• Use tangible materials and recorded materials for learners with visual impairment.
During the assessment activities of this subject of Creative Arts (Fine Art, Crafts and Music), teacher has to take into consideration the visual impaired learners. So, the tasks to be given can consider the level of visual impairment of learners in the classroom.

1.2.4 Guidance on assessment

Assessment is an integral part of teaching and learning process. The main purpose of assessment is for improvement. Assessment for learning/continuous/formative assessment intends to improve learners’ learning and teacher’s teaching whereas assessment of learning/summative assessment intends to improve the entire school’s performance and education system in general.

1.2.5 Continuous/formative assessment

An ongoing process arises out of interaction during teaching and learning processes. It includes lesson evaluation and end of sub unit assessment. This formative assessment should play a big role in teaching and learning process.

The teacher should encourage individual, peer and group evaluation of the work done in the classroom and uses appropriate competence-based assessment approaches and methods.

In this subject of Creative Arts (Fine Art, Crafts and Music), there are learning activities which help learners to acquire knowledge and skills in right ways. This helps learners for learning progress on different lessons.

This type of assessment is done prior to or during instruction and is intended to inform teachers about the learners’ prior knowledge and skills, in order to assist with planning. It is used to make judgments about different aspects, which includes learners’ grouping, unit and lesson plans and instructional strategies.

The teacher will assess how well each learner masters both the subject and the generic competencies described in the syllabus, and from this, the teacher will gain a picture of the all-round progress of the learner. This kind of assessment in this teacher’s guide is of two types. Exercises that teachers give to the learners at the end of lesson and general assessment at the end of unit.

1.2.6 Summative assessment

The assessment can serve as summative or formative depending on its purpose.
The end unit assessment will be considered as summative when it is done at the end of the unit. When assessment is done in order to take decision in competence or what a learner is capable of doing. That assessment is measuring the level of the learner.

The first purpose of assessment is to see the level of learner and to see if the objective of the lesson is achieved. So, the assessment is prepared according to specific objectives of the lesson or according to the order of assessment in each topic.

The assessment done at the end of the term, end of year, is considered as a summative assessment so that the teacher, school and parents are informed of the achievement of educational objectives and think about improvement strategies. There is also an end of level/ cycle assessment in form of national examinations.

In this teacher’s guide, there are problems of all lessons which were taught in all topics consisting year two program. During assessment, teacher should consider the following key points.

- Melody
- Rhythm
- Memorizing
- Selfconfidence in front of audience
- Correlation between feelings and message of song.

**1.2.7 Learners’ learning styles and strategies to conduct teaching and learning process**

There are different teaching styles and techniques that should be used and ways of achieving them. The selection of teaching method should be done with the greatest care and some of the factors to be considered are: the uniqueness of subjects, the type of lessons, the particular learning objectives to be achieved, the allocated time to achieve the objectives, the instructional available materials, the physical/sitting plan of the classroom, the individual learners’ needs, the abilities and learning styles.

There are mainly four different learning styles as explained below.

**Active and reflective learners**

Active learners tend to retain and understand information best by doing
something actively with it, discussing or applying it and explaining it to others. Reflective learners prefer to think about it quietly first.

**Sensing and intuitive learners**

Sensing learners tend to like learning facts whereas intuitive learners often prefer discovering possibilities and relationships. Sensing learners often like solving problems by well-established methods and dislike complications and surprises, while intuitive learners like innovation and dislike repetition.

**Visual and verbal learners**

Visual learners remember best what they see like pictures, diagrams, flow charts, time lines, films, demonstrations, etc. Verbal learners get more out of written words and spoken explanations.

**Sequential and global learners**

Sequential learners tend to gain understanding in direct steps, each step following logically the previous one. Global learners tend to learn in large jumps, absorbing material almost randomly without seeing connections, and then suddenly “getting it.” Additional activities can be added for learners who are quick and extensional activities for those who are slow.

**1.2.8 Teaching methods and techniques that promote the active learning**

The different learning styles mentioned above can be catered for, if the teacher use active learning whereby learners are really engaged in the learning process.

**What is Active learning?**

Active learning is a educational approach that engages learners in doing things and thinking about the things they are doing. In active learning, learners are encouraged to bring their own experience and knowledge into the learning process.

**The role of the teacher in active learning**

The teacher engages learners through active learning methods such as inquiry methods, group discussions, research, investigative activities, group and individual work activities.

- She/he encourages individual, peer and group evaluation of the work done in the classroom and uses appropriate competence-based assessment
approaches and methods.

- She/he provides supervised opportunities for learners to develop different competences by giving tasks that enhance critical thinking, problem solving, research, creativity and innovation, communication and cooperation.
- Teacher supports and facilitates the learning process by valuing learners’ contributions in the class activities.

**The role of learners in active learning**

Learners are key in the active learning process. They are not empty vessels to fill but people with ideas, capacity and skills to build on for effective learning.

A learner engaged in active learning:

- Communicate and share relevant information with other learners through presentations, discussions, group work and other learner-centred activities (imitating, research and exploration).
- Actively participates and takes responsibility for their own learning.
- Develops knowledge and skills in active ways.
- Carries out research/investigation by consulting books, online documents, resourceful people and presents his findings.
- Ensures the effective contribution of each group member in assigned tasks through clear explanation and arguments, critical thinking, responsibility and confidence in public speaking.
- Giving conclusions based on the findings from the learning activities.

**1.2.9 Main steps for a lesson in active learning approach**

All the principles and characteristics of the active learning process mentioned above are reflected in steps of a lesson as displayed below. Generally, the lesson is divided into three main parts whereby each one is divided into smaller steps to make sure that learners are involved in the learning process.

Below are those main parts and their small steps:

**a. Introduction**

Introduction is a part where the teacher makes connection between the current and previous lesson through appropriate technique. The teacher opens
short discussions to encourage learners to think about the previous learning experience and connect it with the current instructional objective. The teacher reviews the previous knowledge, skills and attitudes, which have a link with the new concepts to create good foundation and logical sequencings.

b. Development of the new lesson

The development of a lesson that introduces a new concept will go through the following small steps: discovery activities, presentation of learners’ findings, exploitation, synthesis/summary and exercises/application activities, explained below:

**Discovery activity**

**Step 1**

- The teacher discusses convincingly with learners to take responsibility of their learning.
- She/he distributes the task/activity and gives instructions related to the tasks (working in groups, pairs, or individual in order to help them to discover knowledge to be learned).

**Step 2**

- The teacher let the learners work collaboratively on the task.
- During this period the teacher refrains to intervene directly on the knowledge.
- S/he then monitors how the learners are progressing towards the knowledge to be learned and lift those who are still behind (but without communicating to them the knowledge).

**Presentation of learners’ productions**

- In this period, the teacher invites representatives of groups to present the learners’ productions/findings.
- After three/four or an acceptable number of presentations, the teacher decides to engage the class into exploitation of the learners’ productions.

**Exploitation of learner’s productions**

- The teacher asks the learners to evaluate the productions which are correct, incomplete or false.
- Then the teacher judges the reasoning of the learners’ products, corrects those that are false, completes those that are incomplete, and confirms those that are correct.

**Institutionalization (summary/conclusion/ and examples)**
The teacher summarizes the learned knowledge and gives examples that illustrate the learned content.

**Exercises’/Application activities**

- Exercises of applying processes and products/objects related to learned unit/subunit. Exercises in real life contexts.
- Teacher guides learners to make the connection of what they learnt to real life situations. At this level, the role of the teacher is to monitor the fixation of process and product/object being learned.

c. **Assessment**

In this step, the teacher asks some questions to assess achievement of instructional objective.

- During the assessment activity, learners work individually on the task/activity.
- The teacher avoids intervening directly. In fact, results from this assessment inform the teacher on the next steps for the whole class and individuals.
- In some cases, the teacher can end with a homework assignment.

2. **SAMPLE LESSON PLAN**

The teacher’s guide provides more than one lesson plan taking into consideration the type of lesson in the subject using the CBC format.

Teaching requires good preparation to be effective. This is the only way that learning can be enhanced and assured. The teacher will find his/her work easier if she/he goes to class well prepared with the lesson content organized in logical manner. Even the experienced Creative Arts (Fine Art, Crafts and Music) teacher needs a lesson plan in order to use the lesson time effectively.

**Below is a sample of a lesson plan**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term one</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Number of learners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
<td>Play music instruments</td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>1 of 5</td>
<td>40 mn</td>
<td>..........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Learners with special educational: 2 learners with physical disabilities 1 learner with hearing impairment

Unit One: Performing Rwandan songs (accompanying) which are accompanied with claps

Key unit competences: Performing Rwandan songs respecting their rhythm

Lesson: Songs on hygiene

Objectives of the lesson: Using pictures showing hygienic activities, the learner will be able to perform Rwandan song in audience correctly respecting the rhythm of the song.

Learning and teaching environment: The lesson will be delivered in classroom

Learning and teaching materials: Pictures showing hygiene activities; sweeping, mopping, rivers, garden conservation etc

Different audio equipments 2

References: Creative Arts syllabus, lower primary level, page 20

Stages and timing: Explaining briefly Learning and teaching activities

Competence and Cross cutting issues

The teacher asks learners to join their groups and sing Rwandan traditional songs which are accompanied with claps. Then the teacher sings one of the song to teach that day.

Learners in their groups sing by explaining each other the words of that song.

Teacher’s activities | Learner’s activities
1. Introduction  
7min  
Ask learners to join their groups.  
Inviting learners to (choose) agree on a Rwandan traditional song accompanied with claps to sing it in their groups.  
Singing for learners the song to be taught at that day, singing it verse by verse.  
Inclusive education:  
Learners with physical disabilities are integrated in groups with others and the teacher provides them special assistance depending on their abilities.  
While learners are performing the song in their groups, the teacher ask them to sing loudly in order to help the learner with hearing impairment to listen to the song so that he/she can repeat it properly.  
Gender equality and equity:  
Learners are grouped according to their sex and the teacher provides them equal opportunities to give ideas without discrimination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Body of the lesson</th>
<th>23 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1. Activity one</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| The teacher ask learners to explain difficult words found in the song. | The teacher tries to explain difficult words found in the song they learnt. | Communicating with others:  
When learners are listening to the new song.  
**Critical thinking and problem solving skills:**  
Every learner striving to give rights answers. |
### 1.2 Activity Two

Helping each group to respect the rhythm of the song

Singing the song learnt and repeating it frequently accompanying with claps and dance

**Critical thinking and problem solving skills:**

Every learner striving to perform well the song and memorizing it.

**Inclusive education:**

Learners with physical disabilities use other parts of theirs body while performing the song together with their groupmates, using claps and movement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.1 Conclusion</th>
<th>Connecting groups and asking every group to sing alone</th>
<th>Each group sings in the way they prepared.</th>
<th>Cooperation: All learners sing together</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>Asking learners to imitat a group which perfomed well.</td>
<td>Choosing and awarding the group which perfomed well.</td>
<td>Critical thinking (discernment):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 min</td>
<td></td>
<td>All learners sing the song together with claps and movement.</td>
<td>This appear in choosing best performer group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNIT ONE: PERFORMING RWANDAN SONGS ACCOMPANYING WITH CLAPS

1.1 Key unit competences

Sing Rwandan songs respecting their rhythm.

1.2 Prerequisite skills

Singing, imitating the melody, singing with others, respecting the rhythm of the song and singing in public.

Cooperating with others, living in harmony with others, self-confidence, and being able to speak in public.

1.3 Cross cutting issues to be considered

1.3.1 Peace and Values Education

This appear when learners are listening attentively to the teacher when teaching a song, and when they are singing in groups and making discussions in harmony.

1.3.2 Gender balance

This is seen when a teacher form groups of learners and mixes boys and girls so that they sing together. The teacher invites learners to form groups without discrimination and give them the equal opportunities to give answers, views and assistance.

1.3.3 Inclusive education

They are some learners who are not able to imitat the rhythm of the song due to different physical disability. The teacher forms the group and they do what they are able to do, and provides them special assistance in their groups. During the assessment, the teacher gives them the opportunity to sing even if they can not sing correctly, the teacher encourages them.

There also other learners who are shy to sing in public, they are also grouped together with others while singing and the teacher encourages them during assessment, teacher appreciate what they tried to do.
1.4 How to introduce the unit?

The teacher introduces the lesson by giving an exercise of singing. They can sing one by one or in small groups, and then sing a song which is commonly known or learnt in the last units.

1.5 List of Lessons of unit one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>General objectives</th>
<th>Number of periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Singing songs which are accompanied by claps about hygiene.</td>
<td>Clapping in various way Rwandan songs.</td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Singing songs which are accompanied by claps about security (at home, in the street, at school)</td>
<td>Accompanying the melody with claps respecting the rhythm of the song</td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Singing songs which are accompanied by claps about health and child’s right</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Singing songs which are accompanied by claps about labor and games</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Singing gospel songs which are accompanied by claps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.6 Strategies for teaching the lessons

Introduction

- The teacher shows learners pictures or photos s/he has prepared according to the lesson.
- Asking learners to comment on the pictures or photos and asking them different questions leading to the new lesson.

Body of the lesson

- Listening attentively to the new song: The teacher sings the new song once slowly, showing possible emotions. (as much feelings as possible).
• Singing the song once again and asking learners to listen carefully words which are in the song and its rhythm.
• Observing and imitating the rhythm of the song, the teacher shows how the song is sang respecting the rhythm.
• Inviting the learners to list difficult words that are in the song.
• Explaining difficult words, some given by the learners and others prepared by the teacher.
• Explain briefly to each other what the song is about.
• Imitating the new song. The teacher sings one verse and then s/he ask the learners to repeat it. At the end, s/he invites the learners to perform the whole song together with him/her.
• The teacher invites learners to sing the song alone, then after they sing respecting its rhythm.

Assessment

Performing the song: the teacher assesses whether the learner can perform the song by imitating what is being said in the song and respecting its rhythm. The teacher invites the learners, one by one to sing the verse of the song. They can also perform the song in their groups and after the whole class.

Lesson one: Songs about hygiene

a. Specific objectives

• Imitat the melody and lyrics of the song
• Perform the song accompanying it by claps and movement respecting its rhythm.
• Sing before an audience.
• Ensure hygiene wherever you are.

b. Learning and teaching materials

• Pictures showing hygienic activities (sweeping, cutting bushes, collecting papers in the dustbin, mopping classrooms and home, etc).
• Audio equipments.

c. Methodology

Introduction

• The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
• Learners in their groups sing a song they know or they learnt previously.
• After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

Examples:

1. Why should we keep clean?
   = To protect ourselves against diseases caused by lack of hygiene.

2. Mention the activities that you can do to show that maintain hygiene.
   = Washing your body every day, washing clothes, sweeping and mopping at home.

Body of the lesson

• Showing learners pictures or photos. The teacher shows learners pictures or photos related to hygiene in general using learning and teaching materials. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing them.

• The teacher asks learners to report what they are seeing on those photos or on those pictures.

Songs to be taught

The teacher selects one of the following songs after listening and practicing them to choose one which is easy for learners.

Song 1: Isuku ni ngombwa

1) Isuku ni ngombwa bana b’u Rwanda, kuko ari yo soko y’ubuzima
2) Dusukure neza aho dutuye, isuku niyo soko y’ubuzima
3) tujugunye imyanda aho yagenewe isuku niyo soko y’ubuzima
4) Dusukure ishuli n’impande zaryo, isuku niyo soko y’ubuzima
Song 2: Tugire isuku

1) Dusukure mu ngo zacu, hahore hakeye igihe cyose
2) Dusukure ishuri ryacu, rihore rikeye igihe cyose
3) Dusukure imisarani, ihore isukuye igihe cyose
4) Dusukure ubusitani, buhore bubereye iijisho
5) Dusukure aho turi hose, tubikangurire n’abandi.
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

a. Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions that lead to the theme of the song

Song One: Isuku ni ngombwa

- Why is hygiene important?
- Mention different ways that you can use to maintain hygiene.

Song Two: Dusukure

- According to this song, state different areas that people must keep clean.

Lesson Two: Songs about security

Specific objectives

- Imitate the melody and lyrics of the song.
- Perform the song accompanying it with claps and movement respecting its rhythm.
- Sing before the audience.
- Ensure security wherever we are (at home, in the street and at school).

Learning and teaching materials

- Pictures or photos showing activities of keeping security walking well on the road, crossing the road while respecting the rules, avoiding conflicts and fighting with others, informing the authorities in case of abuse. etc)
- Musical equipment.

Methodology:

Introduction

- The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
- Learners join their groups and sing a commonly known or learnt song about security and maintaining it.
- After that, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.
Examples:

1. What are the group of people in charge of security do you sometimes see in your village?
   = Police officers, soldiers, rescue squad etc

2. What are the acts you know that can disturb security?
   = Fighting with your colleague, insulting, robbery, drunkenness

3. How should a pupil walk on the street?
   = He must walk on pedestrian road avoiding walking or playing on the middle of the road.

4. What should you do before crossing the street?
   = You have to check both sides of the road (left, right and left) whether there is no vehicle coming and then cross the road at right place.

Body of the lesson

- Showing learners pictures or photos. The teacher shows learners pictures or photos related to acts of kindness using learning and teaching materials (honesty and moderation).
- Learners observe carefully what teacher is showing them (attentively and curiously).
- The teacher asks learners to report what they see on those photos or pictures.

Songs to be taught

The teacher selects one of the following songs after listening and practicing them to choose one which is easy for the learners.

**Song 1: Tugire umutekano**

Tugire umutekano, dukumira icyaha kitaraba
Buri wese abe ijisho rya mugenzi we,
Dutangira amakuru ku gihe kandi vuba.
Song 2: Umutekano urambye

1. Buri wese nabe ijisho rya mugezi we
Dukumire kandi icyaha mbere y’uko kiba
Dutangira amakuru ku gihe
Bityo tugire umutekano urambye.

2. Umutekano rwose ni ngombwa ibyo tubimenye!
Tuzirikane kandi ko udahari ntacyo twageraho
Nitwumve ibyo dusabwa ku gihe
Bityo tugire unutekano urambye.
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit (Curriculum).

Questions that lead to the theme of the song

Song One: Tugire umutekano

- Estimate three things that we can do to maintain security.
- Why is security important?

Song Two: Umutekano urambye.

- Estimate three things that we can do to maintain sustainable security
- Do you think we can develop our country without security?
Lesson three: Songs about health and child’s rights

a. Specific objectives

- Imitating the melody and lyrics of the song.
- Perform the song accompanying it with claps and movement respecting its rhythm.
- Singing in public.
- Preserving health and ensuring child’s right.

b. Learning and teaching materials

- Pictures showing different health care activities (sleeping under mosquito net, medical treatment, mutuelle de sante or other insurance cards, doing physical exercises, etc).
- Pictures showing child’s rights feeding him/her, giving school materials, talking and listening to her/him, etc.
- Audio equipments.

c. Methodology:

Introduction:

- The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
- Learners join their groups and sing a commonly known or a learnt song about health and child’s right.
- After that, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

Examples:

1. What can we do to stay healthy?
   - We have to eat balanced diet (energetic, protective and constructive food)

2. Give examples of: energetic food, protective food and constructive food
   - Energetic food: Carbohydrate, like potatoes, cassavas, maize, etc
   - Protective food: vegetables, fruits, meat, beans, etc
   - Constructive food: eggs, meat, beans, etc

3. Give an example of child’s right
   - Right to eat, right to clothes, right to education, right to medical care, etc.

Body of the lesson:

- Showing learners pictures and photos: using learning and teaching materials, the teacher shows learners pictures or photos showing people
in good health and child’s right.

- Learners observe carefully what the teacher is showing them.
- The teacher invites them to comment (talk about what they observe) on those pictures or photos.
- Imitating a new song: The teacher sings one verse and then learners repeat at the end, s/he invites learners to perform the whole song together with him/her.
- The teacher invites learners to sing by themselves and then after they accompany the song with claps and movement respecting the rhythm.

**Songs to be taught**

The teacher selects one of the following songs after listening and practicing (revising) them to choose one which is easy for learners (to learn).

**Song 1: Amagara arasesekara ntayorwa.**

1. Amagara araseseka ntayorwamuze tuyiteho tuyasigasire tuzaramba!

2. Niba turwaye tuiye kwamuganga; twivuze kare turamire ubuzima tuzaramba!

3. Turye neza buri munsi na hoseindyo yuzuyu yuzuoke na siporo tuzaramba!

**Song 2 : Sida ni indwara mbi cyane**

1. Yandura kwinshi bahungu, SIDA ni indwara mbi cyane
2. Yandura kwinshi bakobwa, SIDA ni indwara mbi cyane
3. Yandurira mu nshinge, SIDA ni indwara mbi cyane
4. Mu nshinge zidatetse, SIDA ni indwara mbi cyane
5. Yandurira no mu busambanyi ntigira umuti ntigira n’urukingo

Song 3: Uburenganzira bw’umwana

1. Ayi mama we, umwana, akwiye kugira uburenganzira.
2. Umwana akwiye, uburenganzirabwo kuvuzwa igihe arwaye.
3. Umwana akwiye, uburenganzira bwo kugaburirwa igihe ashonje.
4. Umwana akwiye uburenganzira Bwo kujiyana mu ishuri kwiga.
5. Umwana ufite ubumuga akwiriyie uburenganzira nk’abandi bana bangana.
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit (Curriculum).

Questions related to the theme of the song

1. Amagara araseseka ntayorwa:
   - According to the song, list any three acts that we can do in order to stay healthy.

2. SIDA
   - Why is HIV/AIDS a dangerous disease?
   - Estimate three ways in which HIV/AIDS is transmitted from a person to another.
   - How can you prevent HIV/AIDS?

3. Uburenganzira bw’umwanana:
   - State the child’s rights that are mentioned in this song.
   - List other child’s rights that are not mentioned in the song.
Lesson four: Songs about labor and sports

a. Specific objectives

• Imitating the melody and lyrics of the song.
• Perform the song accompanying it with claps and movement respecting its rhythm.
• Singing in public.
• Love of labor and sport.

b. Learning and teaching materials:

Pictures or photos showing people at work (cultivating, building houses, repairing cars, a person sitting in the office. etc)

• Pictures or photos showing people who are playing.
• Audio equipments.

c. Methodology

Introduction:

The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.

a. Learners joins their groups and sing a commonly known or learnt song about to the labor and games.

b. After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson

Examples:

1. Why is it important to like labor?
   = Because from the labor we gain more for our living condition.

2. Give examples of economic activities.
   = Farming, trading, mechanics, arts, musics production, carpentry etc

3. How do we call a person who does not meet his responsibilities?
   = A lazy person

Body of the lesson

• Showing learners pictures or photos. The teach shows learners pictures or photos showing acts of kindness using learning and teaching materials, learners observe carefully what the teacher is showing them.
• The teacher invites them to talk about what they observe on the pictures.
Songs to taught

The teacher selects one of the following songs after listening and practicing (revising) them to choose one which is easy for learners and what he/she wishes learner to understand (to learn).

Attention: while singing this song, learners join their hands in claps with their colleagues on their left and right sides.

Song 1: Nkunda umurimo

Nkunda umurimo kuko ari inzenzi,

Mbyuka kare ngakora, nkiteganyiriza ejo hazaza

Nzihatira kuba intwari ku murimo dukunde umurimo ni inzenzi!

![Musical notation for Nkunda umurimo]

Song 2: Kanyamanza keza

1. Mbega Kanyamanza keza ko mbona wishimye ni ki cyabiguteye ngo natwe tugufashe!
2. Erega niko mpora mwa banyeshuri mwe iyo mbona mukina numva nabakinamo
3. Ujyu’za twikinire ntabwo bibujijwe wenda wazatwigisha kuguruka nkawe
Song 3: Dukine

1. Dukine, dukine, muze dukine, gukina ni byiza, gukina ni byiza.
2. Mu byo dukina harimo nk'ubute, agati na biye ndetse n'umupira.
3. Mu byo dukina harimo umugozì, hari mabigibigi ndetse n'ikibariko.
4. Iyo dukina, tuba twunze ubumwe, bigatuma twese tuba incuti nziza!

Song 4: Muze dukine

Muze dukine, muze dukine, kuko gukina ari byiza (x2)

Bituma dusabana, bigatuma turuhuka,

Bigatuma tugira ubuzima bwiza,
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit (Curriculum).

Questions related to the theme of the song

1. *Nkunda umurimo*:
   - Give examples of jobs you know.
   - Why is it important to work? why should we love work?
   - In Kinyarwanda they say “umurunga w’ iminsi ari umurimo”. What does it mean?

2. Kanyamanza keza:
   - Why is akanyamanza happy?
   - Give other names of birds you know.

3. Dukine:
   - Is it important to play? Give the reason.
• Give different games which children like to play and explaining their impotances.

4. Muze dukine:
• What are your advice to a child who does not like playing or watching photos?

**Lesson Five: Songs about religion**

a. **Specific objectives**

• Imitating the melody and lyrics of the song.
• Performing the song accompanying it with claps and movement respecting its rhythm.
• Singing in public.
• Respecting God.

b. **Learning and teaching materials**

• Pictures showing different religious activities (cross, church, mosque, people who are praying, Rosary, etc)
• Audio equipments.

c. **Methodology**

• **Introduction:**
  • The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
  • Learners in join their groups and sing a commonly known or learnt song about religion.
  • After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

**Examples:**

1. Why should we respect God?
   = Because He created us, He created the Earth, He created concrete and abstract things.

2. Give real examples which shows that God is powerful
   = People, the sun, the moon, stars, trees, birds, sky, etc

**Body of the lesson**

• Showing learners the pictures and photos. The tacher shows learners pictures or photos illustrating religious activities using learning and teaching materials.
• Learners observe carefully what the teacher is showing them.
• The teacher invites them to talk about what they observe on the pictures.

Song to be taught

The teacher selects one of the following songs after listening and practicing (revising) them to choose one which is easy for learners and what s/he wishes learner to understand.

Song 1: Nzakorera Imana

Iyo mbyutse mu gitondo nshimira Imana yandinze,

Bigatuma mparanira iteka kuyishakashaka no kuyikorera.

Song 2: Imana irakomeye

3. Habonimana, Harorimana, Havugima na, Hashakimana
4. Haratwimana, Haganzimana, Hagumimana, Harindimana
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

• The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit (Curriculum).
• The teacher assesses whether the learner knows to sing by asking one by one to sing one verse of a song. They may also sing it in groups.

Questions related to the theme of the song

1. Nzakorera Imana:
   • Why do you praise the lord in the morning?
   • What do you plan to do for Him?

2. Imana irakomeye:
   • What is the relationship between the names that are mentioned in this song?
   • From this song, mention the names which shows the following:
     • God is the only provider
     • God is the only protector
     • God is the only savior
     • God is the only one to love
     • God is the only one to worship
Summary of unit one

- In this first unit the key unit competences intended for (of this unit) is to sing Rwandan songs respecting their rhythm. The general objectives which are in all lessons (this unit) are the following:
  - Clapping respecting the rhythm of the Rwandan song.
  - Ally the claps with the melody respecting the rhythm of the song.
- Songs about hygiene accompanied by the claps encourage learners to maintain hygiene (wash the body), like washing their body daily, wash their hands after coming from (having) toilets, wash clothes regularly, cleaning their homes and the surrounding areas in order to prevent diseases caused by lack of hygiene.
- Song about security at home, on the road, and at school, include culture of preserving your own and others' security, going well on the road avoiding accidents that kill people. Includes culture of being honest, showing devotion, being humble, apologizing and developing the culture of forgiveness and informing others when you meet the situation that can cause insecurity.
- Songs (related to) about the health and child's rights, include encouraging everybody to take care to his/her own life and others, eating balanced diet, knowing and understanding child's rights, such as right to medical care, right to education, right to be fed, right to talk to his/her parents. etc
- Songs (related to) about the labor and sport encourage learners to show love and develop work in order to gain profit in their daily life, to know and understand the importance of sports, include enjoying with others, developing physical fitness which improves on their health.

General assessment ending unit one

Assessment Measurement: To ensure that the learner is able to perform the song allying it with claps and movement.

General Assessment:

1. Sing perfectly the song that you have learnt about HIV/AIDS accompanying it with claps.
   - Why is HIV/AIDS a (bad) dangerous disease?
   - Mention different ways in which HIV/AIDS is transmitted from a person to another.
• How can you prevent HIV/AIDS?

2. Sing one of the songs that you have learnt about religion accompanying it with claps and movement.

3. Sing the following songs about child’s right accompanying them with claps.
   - Ayi mama we, umwana, akwiye kugira uburenganzira.
   - Umwana akwiye, uburenganzira bwo kuuzuza igihe arwaye.
   - Umwana akwiye, uburenganzira bwo kurya igihe ashonje.
   - Gukina n’abandi bana no kwambikwa, kuyanwa mu ishuri nabyo arabikwiye
     Umwana ufite ubumuga akwiriye uburenganzira nk’abandi bana bangana.

   • State the child’s rights that are mentioned in this song?
   • State other child’s rights that are not mentioned in this song?

Expected answers

1. The teacher ensures that the learner sings well the song accompanying it with claps and dance.
   • Because it is a disease that has no remedy and no vaccine.
   • Adultery, blood contact, sharing sharp objects like razor blades, needle, etc.
   • Avoid adultery, avoid sharing sharp objects, protecting your body against one’s blood contact.

2. The teacher ensures that the learner sings well the song about religion accompanying it with claps and movement.
   • The teacher ensures that the learner sings well the song about child’s rights by using claps and dancing it.
   • Right to medical care, right to eat, right to clothing, right to play, right to education.
   • Freedom of speech, Right to visit his/her colleagues, right to church, and any other the teacher consider as true. etc

Note: On these proposed answers, the teacher may add on others and accept those proposed by learners in case s/he finds that they match to the questions asked.

1.8 Additional activities

Consolidation activities:

The following activities given to the child who is not able to fine tune the melody or mismatching claps and rhythm of the song. The teacher tries to sing with them
clapping they hands in the rhythm of the song, step by step he/she ask them to repeat. Using claps, perform the song “Nzakorera Imana” (refer to lesson Five).

This activity is given to the learners who present some difficulties to memorize the song: the teacher invites the learner to sing a small verse of a song repeating it till he memorizes the whole song.

Sing the song “Muze dukine” (refer to lesson Four, song three)

This activity is given to the learners who are afraid of singing in public. The teacher invites or asks the learner to sing for him/her, by doing it well the teacher asks him or her to sing in the group, by doing it well he/she asks learner to sing in front of the whole class.

Sing the songs about the love of the labor that you learnt in this term.

This activity is given to the learners who show difficulties to imitate what is being said in the song or showing their feelings related to the song: here, the teacher invites like four learners, and then he/she asks the learner who is supposed to do this activity to sing a song about playing and ask them to do gestures of what they are singing.

Sing the song “Dukine” about the love of sport and its benefits.

**Answers:**

For these questions, the teacher ensures whether the instructions in the beginning of each question are fulfilled and emphasizes where it is necessary.

**Extended activities**

1. a) Perform the song “SIDA” (Lesson Two, song Two) showing gestures and respecting its rhythm and movement.
   b) Explain different ways of HIV/AIDS transmission.

2. a) Explain briefly the way in which you can use to prevent HIV/AIDS.
   b) What are your pieces of advice towards children who develop bad behavior that can lead to HIV/AIDS contamination?
Answers:

1.  
   a) The learner performs the song showing his/her feelings (dancing, smiling, clapping hands, etc).

   b) Different ways of HIV/AIDS transmission:
   
      - Adultery.
      - Being raped by a person who lives with HIV/AIDS virus.
      - Sharing sharpen objects such niddles, razor blades, used by others.
      - A pregnant woman while giving birth.
      - Transfusion of untested blood to a person in need.

2.  
   a) According to this activity, the teacher ensures that a learner is giving his/her own answers after a deep thinking. The answers are the following:

      - Avoid adultery
      - Avoid reutilazing non treated sharp objects used by others.
      - A pregnant woman has to use anti Retrovirus drugs as prescribed by the doctor.
      - Blood testing before transfusion to a critically ill patient.
      - Advising learners to avoid begging.
      - Avoid attending night clubs.
      - Earlier going back home after class.
      - Avoid using drugs and alcohol.
UNIT TWO: SINGING THE SONG USING SOUNDING INSTRUMENTS

2.1 Key unit competence
Accompanying songs with sounding instruments.

2.2 Prerequisite skills
Inviting learners to sing commonly known songs accompanying them with sounding instruments. Asking them where sounding instruments are used to accompany the songs.

2.3 Cross cutting issues to be considered

2.3.1 Peace and Values Education
This appearing when learners are listening attentively to the teacher when teaching a song and when they are singing in groups and making discussions in harmony.

2.3.2 Gender balance
This is perceived when teacher form groups of learners and mixes boys and girls so that they sing together. The teacher invites learner to form groups without discrimination and give them the equal opportunities to give answers, views and assistance.

2.3.3 Inclusive education
They are some learners who are not able to imitat the rhythm of the song due to different physical disabilities. The teacher forms the group and they do what they are able to do, and provides them special assistance in their groups. During the assessment, the teacher gives them the opportunity to sing even if they can not sing correctly, the teacher encourages them.

There also other learners who are shy to sing in public, they are also grouped together with others while singing and the teacher encourages them during assessment, teacher appreciate what they tried to do.
2.3.4 How to introduce the unit?

The teacher introduces the lesson by giving an exercise of singing. They can sing one by one or in small groups, and then sing a song which is commonly known or learnt in the last units.

2.3.5 List of lessons of unit 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>General Objectives</th>
<th>Number of periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Songs about politeness</td>
<td>Accompanying the song with different sounding instruments</td>
<td>1period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Songs about hygiene</td>
<td>Allying the song with dance</td>
<td>1period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Songs about the unity and reconciliation and Environment</td>
<td>Imitating the melody and singing correctly in public</td>
<td>1period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Songs about Rwandan culture</td>
<td></td>
<td>1period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Religious songs</td>
<td></td>
<td>1period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>1period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Strategies of teaching lessons

Introduction

- Showing learners pictures or photos: The teacher shows learners pictures or photos s/he has prepared according to the lesson.
- Asking learners to comment on the pictures or photos and asking them different questions that leads to the new lesson.

Body of the lesson

- Listening attentively to the new song. The teacher sings the new song once slowly, showing possible emotions. (as much feelings as possible)
- Singing the song once again and asking learners to listen carefully words which are in the song and its rhythm.
- Observing and imitating to the rhythm of the song: the teacher shows how
the song is sang respecting the rhythm.

- Inviting learners to list difficult words that are in the song.
- Explaining difficult words which are given by the learners and others prepared by the teacher.
- Explain briefly to each other what the song is about.
- Imitating the new song: The teacher sings one verse and then s/he asks the learners to repeat it. At the end, s/he invites the learners to perform the whole song together with him/her.
- The teacher invites learners to sing the song alone, then after they sing respecting its rhythm.

Assessment:

Performing the song: The teacher assesses whether the learner can perform the song by imitating what is being said in the song and respecting its rhythm. The teacher invites the learners, one by one to sing the verse of the song. They can also perform the song in their groups and after the whole class.

Lesson one: Songs about Politeness

Specific objectives

- Allying the melody and sounding instruments respecting the rhythm of the song.
- Fine tune the voice.
- Singing in public.
- Show politeness.

Learning and teaching materials

- Pictures or photos showing acts of politeness (greeting people, leaving the place for old people, helping tired people, etc)
- Various sound instruments used in music (drum, can, jerry can, ...).
- Audio equipments.

Methodology:

Introduction:

- The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
- Learners in their groups sing the song about politeness.
- After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.
Examples:

1. Mention all the elements that characterize a polite child.
   = Showing respect, being wise, he replays correctly and honestly.

2. How can you help your colleague of the same generation who behaves badly?
   = Serving him/her as an example, giving him/her pieces of advice.

**Body of the lesson**

- Showing learners pictures or photos. The teacher shows learners pictures or photos showing acts of politeness in general using learning and teaching materials. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing them.
- The teacher invites learners to report what they see on the photos or on the pictures.

**Songs to be taught:**

The teacher selects one of the following songs after listening and practicing (revising) them to choose one which is easy for learners (to learn).

(Using equipments used to play the music)

**Song 1: Gira ikinyabupfura**

Gira ikinyabupfura mwana w’ u Rwanda, gira ikinyabupfura.

Aho unyura hose mwana w’ u Rwandaiheshe agaciro.

Ubaha abo mu ngana n’ abakuruta, abo urutabose nabo ujye ububaha, nibigera ku barezi n’ ababyeyi ubigire akarusho
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the song

1. Who can tell me the message of this song?
2. What lesson have you learnt from this song?
Lesson Two: Songs about hygiene

Specific objectives:

• Ally the melody and sounding instruments respecting the rhythm of the song.
• Fine tune the voice.
• Singing in public.
• Maintain hygiene wherever you are.

Learning and teaching materials:

• Pictures showing hygienic activities (washing body, sweeping, cutting bushes, collecting papers in the dustbin, mopping, cleaning the classroom, etc)
• Various sounding instruments (drums, cans, jerrycan, etc)
• Equipements used in music.

Methodology:

Introduction:

• The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
• Learners in their groups sing the song about hygiene that they know.
• After that, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

Body of the lesson:

• Showing learners pictures or photos. The teacher shows learners pictures or photos showing hygienic activities (politeness acts) in general using learning and teaching materials. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing them.
• The teacher invites learners to report what they see on the photos or on the pictures.

Songs to be taught:

• The teacher selects one of these song listening (using equipments used to play the music) and practicing them, to see the one which is suitable for the time allocated.
• The teacher invites the learners to sing the song using sounding instruments.
• The teacher asks learners the message which is in the song.
• The teacher teaches the following song after listening and practicing it very well using equipments used to play music.
Song 1: Isuku rusange

1. Isuku ni ngombwa bana b’u Rwanda, kuko ariyo soko y’ubuzima.
2. Dusukure neza aho dutuye, isuku ni isoko y’ubuzima
3. Tujugunye imyanda aho yagenewe isuku ni isoko y’ubuzima
4. Dusukure ishuri n’impande zaryo, isuku ni isoko y’ubuzima

Isuku ni ngombwa

Yahimbwe na: KAZINDUTSI Jean Damascene

Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the song

Why is necessary to maintain hygiene?

According to the song, give two places where it necessary to keep clean.
Lesson Three: Songs about the unity and reconciliation and environment

Specific objectives

- Ally the melody and sounding instruments respecting the rhythm of the song.
- Fine tune the voice.
- Singing in public.
- Have the culture of unity and reconciliation and environmental protection.

Learning and teaching materials

- Pictures or photos showing the culture of unity and reconciliation (requesting apologizing and forgiving, hugging, children showing act of commitment, etc)
- Pictures showing different environmental elements.
- Various sounding instruments (drums, cans, jerrycan, etc)
- Audio equipment.

Methodology

Introduction:

- The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
- Learners join their groups and sing the song they know about hygiene.
- After that, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson (Unity and reconciliation and environment).

Examples:

1. What are the importance of unity and reconciliation?
   
   = *It helps people to live in peace.*
   
   = *It helps to prevent conflicts.*
   
   = *It serves as a mediation among people.*

   = *It helps to unite families.*

2. Give any three examples of environmental elements you know.
   
   = *Trees, animals, rivers, lakes, mountains, etc*
3. What are the importance of trees?

   = Trees give wood, from trees we make furniture, they help in rain formation, trees protect soil against erosion, they also give air, ...

Body of the lesson

- Showing learners pictures or photos: the teacher shows learners pictures or photos showing people in the scene of the unity and reconciliation or environment elements using learning and teaching materials. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing.
- The teacher invites learners to report what they see on the photos or on the pictures.

Songs to be taught:

- The teacher selects one of these song listening (using equipments used to play the music) and practicing them, to see the one which is suitable for the time allocated.
- The teacher invites the learners to sing the song using sounding instruments.
- The teacher asks learners the message which is in the song.
- The teacher teaches the following song after listening and practicing it very well using equipments used to play music:

**Song 1: Ubumwe ni bwiza**

1. Muze tuburirimbe, ducinye akadiho, duhore twishimye, duharanire ubumwe, ubumwe mu bantu, **ubumwe, ubumwe**.

2. Ubumwe ni ngombwa, mu bana b’uRwanda, ubumwe ni bwiza. Bujye buturanga, aho turi hose, **ubumwe, ubumwe**.

3. Tubutoze abandi, tubane twishimye, dusabane, dufatanye mu rukundo, kubaka u Rwanda, **mu bumwe, mu bumwe**.
Song 2: Bidufitiye akamaro

Ibidukikije bidufitiye akamaro.

Tubifate neza bidufatiye runini:

Ntitwabaho nta mazi, ntitwabaho nta mwuka, ntitwabaho nta butaka, ntitwabaho nta bimera,

Song 3: Ibyiza by’iwacu

Karisimbi na Muhabura ni ibirunga byacu
Nyiragongo na Sabyinyo ni ibirunga byacu
Karisoki na Bisoke ni ibirunga byacu.
Nyabarongo n’Akagera ni imigezi yacu
Sebeya na Rukarara ni imigezi yacu
Akanyaru na Mбирurume ni imigezi yacu
Mugesera na Muhazi ni ibiyaga byacu
Kivu, Burera na Ruhondo, Nasho na Rwanyakiziga ni ibiyaga byacu
Nyungwe, Gishwati Mukura ni amashyamba yacu
Akagera n’ibirunga ni pariki zacu nayo twitereye iwacu
Huye, Jari, Sekinnyage ni imisozi yacu Saruheshyi, Mont Kigali Nyakizu, na Rebero.

Song 4: Twite ku bidukikije

1. Muze mwese twite kubidukikije bidufitiye akamaro, twirinde kubyangiza, ahubwo tubisigasire.

2. Mu bidukikije twavuga nk’ amashyamba aduha umwuka mwiza, akurura imvura hose, nimuze tubisigasire.

3. Niba utemye igiti tera n’ ibindi bibiri, ufate neza ubutaka, teraho ibyatsi birwanya isuri, nimuze twite kubidukikije.

4. Mu byiza by’ u Rwanda harimo n’ ibirunga bicumbikiye ingagi, zikurura bamukerarugendo, nimuze tuzisigasire.
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the song

1. *Ubume ni bwiza*
   
   a) What message have you gained from this song?  
   
   b) What can you do for your colleague who has betrayed you?  
       Explain briefly.  
   
   c) What can you do for your colleague who betrayed you when s/he comes to ask you pardon?
2. **Bidufitiye akamaro:**
   
a) Give an example of environmental element which is located near your home or your school.

b) Explain briefly the importance of environment (like water, plants and animals).

3. **Ibyiza by’iwacu:**
   
a) What message have you gained from this song?

b) Give touristic things meet in Rwanda that are mentioned in this song.
   
   Volcanoes, forests, lakes, montains, rivers, etc

c) According to the song, mention the importance of environment.

4. **Twite ku bidukikije:**
   
a. What message have you gained from this song?

b. Give touristic things in Rwanda that are mentioned in this song?
   
   Volcanoes, forests, lakes, mountains, rivers, etc

c. According to the song, mention the importance of environment.

**Lesson Four: Songs about Rwandan culture and health**

**Specific objectives**

- Ally the melody and sounding instruments respecting the rhythm of the song.
- Fine tune the voice.
- Singing in public.
- Love and preserve Rwandan culture and take care of health.

**Learning and teaching materials**

- Pictures or photos showing some of the element of Rwandan culture (coat of arms, spears, traditional house, Churn, baskets, etc)
- Pictures or photos showing different activities of health preservation (Preparing balance diet, cleaning, having medical care, insurance card, etc)
- Various sounding instruments (drums, cans, jerry can, etc)
- Audio equipment.
Methodology:

Introduction

- The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
- Learners join their groups and sing the song they know, about Rwanda culture or environment.
- After that, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

Examples:

1. Give examples of rwandan traditional furniture.
   = *Coat of arms, spears, baskets, Rwandan traditional plate,* churn, etc...

2. What characterize a healthy person?
   = *Staying healthy, growing well*

Body of the lesson

- Showing learners pictures or photos: using learning and teaching materials, the teacher shows learners pictures or photos showing of Rwandan traditional materials and characteristics of healthy people. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing them.
- The teacher invites learners to report what they see on the photos or on the pictures.

Songs to be taught

- The teacher selects one of these song after listening (using equipments used to play the music) and practicing them, to see the one which is suitable for the time allocated.
- The teacher invites the learners to sing the song using sounding instruments.
- The teacher asks learners the message which is in the song.

Song 1:

**Nzakorera u Rwanda**

_Nzakorera u Rwanda_

Nzaharanira kurwubaka
Nzabana n’abandi mu mahoro
Turuteze imbere.
1. Nzaharanira kurwubaka
   Nzarwanya ubunebwe
   Nzahora mbwira abandi
   Gukorana umwete.

2. Nzaharanira kurwubaka
   Nzarwanya icyaruhungabanya
   Nzafatanya n’ abandi
   Kururwanira ishyaka.

3. Nzahanira kurwubaka
   Nzaruvuganira hose
   Nzamagana ikibi cyose
   Cyatuma ruhungabana.

4. Nzaharanira kurwubaka
   Mbungabunga ibidukikije
   Nzamagana ba rutwitsi
   N’abashimuta inyamaswa

---

**Nzakorera u Rwanda**

![Sheet music image]
Song 2: Ubuzima busigasiwe

Ubuzima busigasiwe buha nyirabwo kuramba, kuko nta ndwara ziba zimurangwaho ngo zimutware ubuzima.

Nimucyo tubusigasire, turangwe no kugira isuku, turye neza, dukore siporo

Song 3: Ubuzima bwiza

Tugire ubuzima bwiza, turye neza buri gihe indyo yuzuyemo intungamubiri z’amoko yose

Ibitera imbaraga, n’ibyubaka umubiri

Ibirinda indwara byongera ubudahangarwa bw’umubiri
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the songs

1. **Nzakorera u Rwanda:**

   According to the song, give at least two things which show patriotism to Rwanda.

2. **Ubuzima busigasiwe:**

   a. Give the importance of preserving health.
   b. According to the song, give four important things that we can do to protect our health.

3. **Ubuzima bwiza:**

   a. What message have you gained from this song?
b. Give examples of food that compose a balanced diet stated in this song.

Lesson Five: Religious songs

Specific objectives

- Ally the melody and sounding instruments respecting the rhythm of the song.
- Fine tune the voice.
- Singing in public.
- Respecting and loving God.

Learning and teaching materials:

- Pictures or photos showing different religious activities (the church, mosque, the cross, people who are praying, etc)
- Various sounding instruments (drums, cans, jerrycan, etc)
- Audio equipment.

Methodology

Introduction:

- The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
- Learners join their groups and sing a gospel song they know.
- After that, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

Examples:

1. What do people do at church or in mosque?
   = Praying God/Allah

2. On what day do you go to pray God, in your religion?
   = On Sunday Catholics and Protestants), on Saturday (7th Day Adeventists), on Friday (Muslims).

Body of the lesson

- Showing learners pictures or photos: using learning and teaching materials, the teacher shows learners pictures or photos showing regious culture and characteristic of a healthy person. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing them.
- The teacher invites learners to report what they see on the photos or on the pictures.
Songs to be taught:

- The teacher selects one of these songs, listening (using equipments used to play the music) and practicing them, to see the one which is suitable for the time allocated.
- The teacher invites the learners to sing the song using sounding instruments.
- The teacher asks learners the message which is in the song.

**Song: Imana isumba byose**

Duhore dusenga dushimira Imana, niyo dukeshaba byose, niyo bugingo Imana isumba byose, Imana iradukunda Imana niyo mahoro.

\[\text{Imana isumba byose} \]

\[\text{Sylvester NTABAJYANA}\]

Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and issues related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the song

Why is it Important to thank God?

Summary of the Unit

- The key unit competences intended for is to accompany a song with sounding instrument.
- The general objectives of this unit are the following:
- To ally the song with dance.
• Imitate the melody and singing perfectly in public.
• Accompanying the song with sounding instruments.
• Songs about politeness accompanied by sounding instruments, encourage learners to practice acts of kindness such as respecting, being wise, greeting people, work attentively etc.
• With regard to the songs about unity and reconciliation accompanied by claps and sounding instrument, includes having culture of tolerance, apologizing and forgiving, living in harmony and avoiding conflicts. While the songs about environment include taking care and protecting environment.
• Regarding to the songs about Rwandan culture and health, include protecting and preserving Rwandan culture and take care of our health by eating balanced diet and preventing diseases caused by malnutrition.
• The religious songs include having culture of praying, loving God, developing friendship and striving for the unity that characterizes Christians.
• The general assessment of this unit has to be based on the key unit competences intended for which are: “Performing the song using sounding instruments”.

General assessment ending the second unit

a) Sing a song you learnt about politeness using any sounding instrument
b) Mention the message you gained from this song

Perform the song **Isuku ni ngombwa**, following the rhythm given by this sounding instrument Rwanda Children,

Isuku ni ngombwa bana b’ u Rwanda kuko ari isoko y’ ubuzima
Dusukure neza aho dutuye isuku n’ isoko y’ ubuzima
Tujuhungye imyanda ahabugenewe isuku n’ isoko y’ ubuzima
Dusukure shuri n’ impande zaryo isuku n’ isoko y’ ubuzima
dukarabe muntoki mbere yo kurya isuku n’ isoko y’ ubuzima

Questions:

a) Why is it important to ensure hygiene?

b) Mention different places which we have to ensure that they are always clean.

*Perform the song that you have learnt about unity and reconciliation respecting its rhythm.*
Questions:

c. Give an example of the elements of environment that are located near your living place or near your school.

d. Give brief explanation on the importance of environment.

Perform sing properly a song you have learnt about environment using sound instruments to accompany it.

a. Give various activities that we have to do stay healthy.

b. Accompany the song [Ubuzima bwiza] with a sounding instrument.

Perform the song “Imana isumba byose” respecting its rhythm.

Perform any religious song that you know using a sounding instrument.

Expected answers

1.

a. The learner performs a song about politeness that s/he have learnt, the teacher ensures that the learner sings correctly respecting the rhythm and using a sounding instrument.

b. Showing politeness wherever we are:
   • respecting old people.
   • respecting teachers and parents.

2. The teacher uses a sounding instrument that s/he have prepared while the learner is performing the song ISUKU NI NGOMBWA. The teacher ensures that the learner is following the rhythm provided by the sounding instrument.

   a. Because it is the source of life.

   b. At home, at school, in the garden, in toilette etc

3. The learner sings one of the songs learnt about unity and reconciliation and the teachers ensures that the learner is respecting the rhythm of the song without mismatching it with the sounding instrument s/he has.

   a. Mountains, water, plants, air, animals etc

   b. The importance of environment.

Mountains (Volcanoes) and animals attract tourists.

Water: we drink it, we use it for cooking, we use it for washing our hands, domestic animals drink water, we use water for watering plants etc

Plants: we use plants to feed our animals, plant serve as food for people

Air: For respiration
NB: The teacher can add other answers either given by the learners or provided by her/him when they are related to the question.

2.5 Additional activities

Consolidation activities

- Perform any song that you learnt in your class about politeness by using the claps or a sounding instrument.
- The following activity is given to the child who is not able to ally the song and the rhythm using claps.
- The teacher tries to sing with them accompanying the song with claps and sounding instruments step by step s/he asks them to repeat.
- Sing the song that you learnt in this term about health.

This activity is given to the learners who are afraid of singing in public. The teacher asks the learner to sing for him/her, after doing it well, the teacher asks him or her to sing in the group, by doing it well he/she asks learner to sing in front of the whole class.

Answers

The teacher ensures that the instructions given above are respected.

Extended activities

1. a. Perform the song “Iby’iwacu” (Lesson three, Song three) using one of sounding instruments and respecting its rhythm.
   b. Mention the names of Volcanoes that you know.
   c. What is the importance of Volcanoes to Rwanda in general?

2. a. Give the examples of Rwandan Lakes which are mentioned in this song.
   b. What are the importance of Lakes to socio/economic development?

3. How can we protect the Rwandan touristic elements?

Answers

1. a. The learners perform the song showing emotions that are in the song (smiling, clapping, accompanying the song with sounding instrument).
   b. The names of Volcanoes which are located in Rwanda are the following:
• Kalisimbi, Muhabura, Gahinga, Bisoke na Sabyinyo

c. Volcanoes are the homes of gorillas and they attract tourists who come to visit them and give us foreign currency.
  • Forests in volcanoes give us fresh air that we breathe and attract the rain

2. a) Lakes in our country are:
  • Kivu, Burera, Ruhondo, Rwanyakizinga, Muhazi, Mugesera, Cyohoha. Lakes are used for water transport.
  • They are home for fish which we eat and we gain better health, improve the standards of living of fishermen with their families and attract tourists.

3. According to this activity, the teacher ensures that a learner is giving his/her own answers after a deep thinking. Some of answers to these questions:
  • Avoid soil erosion by planting grasses.
  • Giving information in case poaching and grazing.
  • Avoid throwing waste into rivers, lakes or streams because they are harmful to the living things which live in water.
UNIT THREE: SINGING RWANDAN SONGS ACCOMPANIED BY UMUDIHO (RAPID DANCE)

3.1 Key unit competences
Match the song with its rhythm.

3.2 Prerequisite skills
Singing the song, imitating the listened melody correctly, singing with others, respecting the rhythm of the song and singing in public.

Cooperating with others, living with others in harmony, develop self confidence, being able to speak in public and developing the culture of unity and reconciliation.

3.3 Cross cutting issues to be considered

3.3.1 Peace and Values of Education
This appears when learners are listening attentively to the teacher when teaching a song and when they are singing in groups and making discussions in harmony.

3.3.2 Gender balance
This appears when teacher form groups of learners and mixes boys and girls so that they sing together. The teacher invite learners to form groups without discrimination and give them the equal opportunities to give answers, views and assistance.

3.3.3 Inclusive education
They are some learners who are not able to imitate the rhythm of the song due to different physical disabilities. The teacher forms the groups and they do what they are able to do, and provides them special assistance in their groups. During the assessment, the teacher gives them the opportunity to sing even if they can not sing correctly, the teacher encourages them.

There also other learners who are shy to sing in public, they are also grouped together with others while singing and the teacher encourages them during assessment, teacher appreciate what they tried to do.
3.4 How to introduce the unit?

The teacher introduces the lesson by giving an exercise of singing. They can sing one by one or in small groups, and then sing a song which is commonly known or learnt in the last units.

3.5 List of lessons of unit three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>General objectives</th>
<th>Number of periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Songs about politness accompanied by umudiho or umushayayo</td>
<td>-Allying the melody, steps and arms.</td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Songs about hygiene and environment accompanied by umudiho or umushayayo</td>
<td>Singing and dancing in public and showing acts of politness</td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Songs about unity and reconciliation accompanied by umudiho or umushayayo</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Songs about Rwandan culture accompanied by umudiho and umushayayo</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Religious songs accompanied by umudiho or umushayayo</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Strategies for teaching the lessons

Introduction

- Showing learners pictures or photos. The teacher shows pictures or images s/he has prepared according to the content.
- Inviting learners to comment on the pictures or photos and asking different questions that lead to the new lesson.

Body of the lesson

- listening attentively to the new song. The teacher sings the new song once slowly, showing possible emotions. (as much feelings as possible).
- Singing the song once again and asking learners to listen carefully the words which are in the song and its rhythm.
- Observing and Imitating the rhythm of the song. The teacher shows how
the song is sang respecting its rhythm.

- Inviting the learners to list difficult words that are in the song.
- Explaining difficult words, some given by the learners and others prepared by the teacher.
- Explain briefly to each other what the song is about.
- Imitating the new song. The teacher sings one verse and then s/he asks the learners to repeat it. At the end, s/he invites the learners to perform the whole song together with him/her.
- The teacher invites learners to sing the song alone, then after they sing respecting its rhythm.

Assessment:

Performing the song: the teacher assesses whether the learner can perform the song by imitating what is being said in the song and respecting its rhythm. The teacher invites the learners, one by one to sing the verse of the song. They can also perform the song in their groups and after the whole class.

Lesson one: Songs about politeness

Specific objectives

- Imitate what is being said in the song.
- Stretching arms and fine-tuning the voice.
- Developing self confidency and singing in public.
- Allying the song and rhythm.
- Show acts of politeness.

Learning and teaching materials

- Pictures or photos showing acts of politeness (greeting people, leaving the place for old people, not disturbing others while speaking helping tired people, etc)
- Audio equipment.

Methodology

Introduction:

1. The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
2. Learners join their groups and sing a song that they know.
3. After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.
Examples:

1. State all things that characterize a polite child.
   S/he is wise, s/he respects others, s/he doesn’t disobey s/he replyies honestly.

2. How can you help a person of the same generation as yours who has bad manners?
   To serve him as a model in terms of behavior, to provide him/her some pieces of advice.

Body of the lesson

- Showing the pictures or photos: the teacher shows the pictures or photos showing acts of politeness, using learning and teaching materials. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing them.
- The teacher invites learners to report what they see on the pictures

Song to be taught:

The teacher selects one of these song listening (using equipments used to play the music) and practicing them, to see the one which is suitable for the time allocated.

Song: Ikinyabupfura ni ingenzi

Inyikirizo: Ikinyabupfura ni ingenzi, tukigire twese, bizatugirira akamaro.

Turangwe no kumvira ababyeyi, twubahe n’abarimu

Turangwe no kubaha abaturuta ndetse n’abo tungana
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the song

**Ikinyabupfura ni ingenzi**

1. What acts that characterize a polite child?
2. According to the song you learnt, state the importance of being polite?

**Lesson two: Songs about hygiene and environment**

**Specific objectives**

- Stretching arms and fine-tune the voice.
- Develop self confidence and singing in public.
- Alllying the song and rhythm.
- Maintain hygiene and protect environment.
Learning and teaching materials

- Pictures or photos showing hygienic activities and environmental protection (a child who is washing his/herself the body, washing clothes, sweeping, cutting bushes around home, planting trees, watering trees, flowers, avoid playing in the garden, etc)
- Audio equipment

Methodology

Introduction:

- The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
- Learners join their groups and sing a song that they know and about hygiene and environment.

After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

Examples:

1. Mention the benefits of maintain hygiene
   = Protect us from diseases caused by poor hygiene, they give us value.

2. What are the activities showing the hygiene that you have to maintain?
   = bathing everyday, washing your clothes, cutting bushes and grasses around your home, cleaning the compound, mopping, etc

3. What is environment?
   = The environment is everything around us.

4. Give examples of environment
   = Forests, rivers, mountains, lakes, houses etc.

Body of the lesson

- Showing learners pictures or photos: the teacher shows the pictures or photos showing hygienic activities and environmental protection, using learning and teaching materials. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing.
- The teacher invites learners to report what they see on the pictures.
- Using teaching and learning materials, the teacher asks different questions that lead to the new lesson.

Songs to be taught:

The teacher selects one of these song listening (using equipments used to play
the music) and practicing them, to see the one which is suitable for the time allocated.

**Song 1: Gira isuku**

Gira isuku munyarwanda, kuko ari yo soko y’ubuzima
Ni ukuvuga ko iyo urangwa n’isuku, uba wikingiye indwara nyinshi
1. Isuku irage ituranga aho turi hose tuyigire
   Irangwe aho tuba mu ngo zacu, ndetse n’inkengerero zaho zose.
2. Umubiri nawo kandi buri gihe tuwugirire isuku.
   Ni ngombwa kunyura hose ukeye, nibwo uzaba umuntu ukwiye agaciro

---

**Song 2: Ibidukikije**

Ibidukikije ni ingirakamaro muze tubibungabunge

1. Turwanye ba rutwitsi, tubarwanye.
2. Turwanye ba rushimusi, tubarwanye.
3. Dutere ibiti byinshi, tubitere.
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the song

1. *Gira isuku*:

   a. Why should we maintain hygiene wherever we are?

   b. Mention three different areas that we should keep clean.

2. *Ibidukikije*:

   a. Why should we protect our environment?

   b. Give examples of human activities that can damage the environment.

   c. State at least three things that you can do to protect the environment.

   d. What can you do when you meet a person who is damaging the environment?
Lesson Three: Songs about unity and reconciliation

Specific objectives

- Imitating what is being said in the song.
- Stretching arms and fine tuning the voice in the song.
- Allying the song and rhythm.
- Develop values that lead to the unity and reconciliation.

Learning and teaching materials:

- Pictures or photos showing acts of unity and reconciliation (building house for a person, apologising, giving a hug as sign of pardon, serving as a mediator among persons, etc)
- Audio equipment.

Methodology

Introduction

- The teacher invites learners to sing a song that they know and about unity and reconciliation. Learners can sing together if it is a song commonly known or one of them who knows that song can sing for her/his colleagues.
- The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.
- After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

Examples:

1. How do you do when your colleague betrays you?
   
   = I feel angry, I feel unhappy, I discipline him/her.

2. What can you do to reconcile with your friend?

   • = I apologise to him/her.

3. How should you behave towards a person who is apologizing to you?

   = I forgive him/her.

Body of the lesson:

Learners join their groups and sing a song they know or they have learnt.

- Showing learners pictures or photos: the teacher shows learners pictures or photos showing acts of unity and reconciliation using learning and teaching materials. Learners observe attentively what the teacher showing them.
• The teacher invites them to report on what they observe on the pictures.

**Songs to be taught**

The teacher selects one of these song listening (using equipments used to play the music) and practicing them, to see the one which is suitable for the time allocated.

**Song 1: Turi abavandimwe**

Banyarwanda twese turi abavandimwe

Abato n’abakuru, turangwe n’imbabazi kandi turwanye inzangano

Tugire umutima n’umuco w’übwiyunge

1. Twirinde amacakubiri, tugire umutima n’umuco w’übwiyunge
2. Turwanye icyazana inzangano, tugire umutima n’umuco w’übwiyunge
3. Twimakaze umuco w’amahoro, tugire umutima n’umuco w’übwiyunge
4. Twubake inganzo y’amahoro, tugire umutima n’umuco w’übwiyunge

---

**Turi abavandimwe**

```
Inpara: 8

A banya-rwa-and tse-tu-ra ba-va-ndi-mwe, mu-ze ba-va-ndi-mwe

a-ba-tu-n’abakuru tu-rangzen’imba zi kandi tu-rwa-nyi-inzangano

tu-gi-fu-muri-ma n’umu-co w’u bumwen’u-bwiyunge

1. Twiri-n’d’a-ma-ca-ku-bi-ri tu-gi ru mu-ti-ma
2. Tu- rw-a-nyi-cya-za-n’i-ngu-no " " " 
3. Twi-ma-ka-z’umu-co wi-mba-ba-zi " " " 
4. Tu-wa-ba-k’i-ngu-nzo y’a-ma-ho-ro " " "

(1...4) n’umu-co wu-bu-mwe-n’u-bwiyunge
```

---

*Creative Arts - Primary 2 - Teachers’ Guide*
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the song “Turi abavandimwe”

a) What actions that show unity and reconciliation?

b) Give examples of actions that can generate conflicts among people.

c) Give examples of actions that show harmony among the people.

d) What should you do when you have betray your colleague?

Lesson Four: Songs about Rwandan culture

Specific objectives

• Imitate what is being said in the song.

• Stretching arms and fine-tuning the voice in the song.

• Allying the song and rhythm.

• Show Rwandan culture.

Learning and teaching materials

• Pictures or photos showing Rwandan culture activities (wearing decently, dancing Rwandan dances (intore zihamiriza), welcoming people and other acts of politeness, etc).

• Audio equipment.

Methodology

Introduction:

• The teacher invites learners to sing a song that they know and about unity and reconciliation. Learners can sing together if it is a song commonly known or one of them who knows that song can sing for her/his colleagues.

• The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups.

• After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson.

Examples:
1. Mention some characteristics of Rwandan culture.
   Dancing, guhamiriza (intore’s dance), mutual assistance, patriotism, welcoming each other, wearing (imikenzero n’ imyitero: Rwanda women tradional styles), one laguange, wedding etc.

2. According to the characteristics of Rwandan culture, what can show you that a person has deviated from culture.
   = Wearing badly, being talkative/disturbency, using drugs etc.

**Body of the lesson**

- Showing learners pictures or photos: the teacher shows the pictures or photos showing Rwandan culture using learning and teaching materials he/she will use. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing.
- The teacher invites them to report on what they observe on the pictures.
- After, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson:

**Examples:**

What are you seeing on these pictures or photos demonstrating Rwandan culture?

**Songs to be taught:**

The teacher selects one of these song after listening (using equipments used to play the music) and practicing them, to see the one which is suitable for the time allocated.

**Song: Umuco w’iwacu**

Dukunde umuco w’iwacu udutoza ubupfura n’indangagaciro by’umuco nyarwanda bigatuma tugira agaciro mu bantu

1. Mu muco w’iwacu, harimo gutabarana, harimo gufashanya tukabana mu mahoro.
2. Mu muco w’iwacu, harimo kugira isuku, harimo no kubyina ndetse no guhamiriza.
3. Mu muco w’iwacu, harimo no gusangira, harimo gutarama tukunguka ubumenyi
4. Mu muco w’iwacu, harimo kugira urugwiro, harimo gukundana tukakira neza abatugana.
5. Mu muco w’iwacu harimo no kwambara neza harimo kwiyubaha tukihesha agaciro.
Assessment

The assessment is done in two categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

Singing

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

Questions related to the theme of the song

1. *Dukunde umuco w’iwacu*

   - According to this song, enumerate different things that characterise Rwandan culture.
   - Which of them characterize Rwandan culture in your living place?
   - From the song you learnt, what are the benefits of Rwandan culture?
   - Is it necessary to hang on Rwandan culture? Explain.
• Give a concrete example that shows a person who deviated from the Rwandan culture:
  Wearing styles
  His/her behavior
• Give all characteristics of a child who behaves badly and a child who behaves well.

Lesson five: Religious songs

Specific objectives

• Imitating what is being said in the song.
• Stretching arms and enhancing the melody of the song.
• Develop self confidence and sing in public.
• Alling the song and rhythm.
• Show respect to God.

Learning and teaching materials

• Pictures or photos showing God’s creatures (human being, the moon, the stars, the earth, animals, trees, flowers, etc)
• Audio equipment.

Methodology:

Introduction:

• The teacher helps learners to form and join the groups
• The teacher invites learners to sing the gospel song that they know without considering the religion. Learners can sing in group or one by one. Then after, the teacher asks various questions that lead to the new lesson:

Examples:

1. Who created all things that you see: human beings, the Earth, trees, moon, solar, etc
   = It is the God

2. Why do people every day go to pray God?
   = They go to pray to thank Him about good things that He does for them everyday.

3. Do all people pray in the same religion? Why?
   = No, because there are so many ways that people use to pray or
praise the lord according to the evangelist who preceded them.

**Body of the lesson**

- Showing learners pictures or photos: the teacher shows learners pictures or photos showing God’s creatures using learning and teaching materials. Learners observe attentively what the teacher is showing them.
- The teacher invites them to report on what they observe on the pictures.

**Songs to learn**

**Song 1: Imana iradukunda**

*Imana ni nziza Imana ni nziza*

*Isumba byose iradukunda*

1. Niyo yaremye isi n’ijuru, Imana iradukunda.
2. Niyo mahoro niyo mizero, Imana iradukunda.

**Song 2: Imana ni nziza**

Imana ni nziza, Imana ni nziza niyo

Rukundo rwahebuje, Imana ni nziza we!

1. Ni yo nyir’impuhwe nyinshi, Imana ni nziza we!

   Ni nyir’imbabazi nyinshi, Imana ni nziza we! ni yo nyir’ubuntu
bwinshi, Imana ni nziza we!

2. Ni yo dukeshu ubu buzima, Imana ni nziza we!

Ni yo dukeshu kuramba, Imana ni nziza we!
Niyo dukeshu kuramuka, Imana ni nziza we!

**Assessment**

The assessment is done in two steps categories: Questions related to singing and those related to the topic.

**Singing**

The teacher assesses learners on singing, following the assessment guidelines provided in the introduction of this unit.

**Questions related to the theme of the song**

- **1. God is good**
  - a. Why do we say that God is Good?
  - b. Mention different things that show that God is good.
2. God loves me

   a. According to the song learnt, mention different things that show that God loves people.

   b. According to what God did for you and the love he loves people, what can you do to prize God?

Summary

• The key unit competence of the unit three is to sing Rwandan songs respecting the movement rhythm. The general objectives which are in this unit are the following:
  • Alllying the melody, steps and arms time signature.
  • Singing and dancing in public respecting the movement and rhythm of the song.
  • Showing acts of politeness.
  • In songs accompanied by “umudiho” about politeness, including attitudes and acts that have to characterize an educated and polite person such as kindness, showing respect to everyone, avoiding informal language, etc
  • This is accompanied with singing the songs respecting their rhythm and movement.
  • In songs about hygiene and environment: includes to maintaining hygiene wherever we are like washing our body every day, washing hands after coming from toilet, washing clothes everyday, cleaning home and around preventing from diseases caused by poor hygiene, taking care and protecting our environment including forest, rivers, animals and their place, by avoiding to throw wastes everywhere.
  • In songs about unity and reconciliation, these songs include the culture of kindness, being honest, being simple, the culture of forgiveness, not to be overwhelmed by grief or anger for one who betrayed you, being wise and creating culture of asking and giving pardon.
  • Within the songs about Rwandan culture, there is having and preserving Rwandan culture, correlating other cultures in the country with the culture of your living place, having politeness as a Rwandan child.
  • With regard to Religious songs include knowing that God is the creator of all things, and no one can be an enemy of others because of how he/she looks like, his/her size because each and every person is created in an image of God and no one has chosen to be born in the area where s/he lives.
General assessment

1. Which activities that characterize a polite child?
2. According to the song, you have learnt, give the importance of being polite.
3. How does a good educated child answer in the classroom?
4. How does a child who is polite behave when s/he is with old people?
5. Mention different things that characterize a polite child and an impolite one.
6. Why is it important to maintain hygiene wherever we are?
7. Perform a song we learnt about unity and reconciliation.
8. Why is it important to protect our environment?
9. Give examples of human activities that are harmful to the environment.
10. According to the song we learnt, mention different things show that God loves people.

Possible solutions

1. Being wise, not being stubborn, respond when is pointed to, not disturbing others while they are speaking, greeting others, showing respect to parents.
2. A polite child is trusted and valuable among others.
3. S/he responds gently and in politeness avoiding informal languages.
4. S/he pays attention to the advices given to him/her, s/he respect them, s/he can request for explanations politely.
5. (a) A polite child:
   - shows respect.
   - avoids vagrancy.
   - helps parents at home (simple works depending on her/his age).
   - returns home directly after class.
   - loves her/his colleagues.
   - gets advices from parents.

(a) An impolite child:
   - disobeys everybody.
   - is vagrancy.
   - commits robbery.
   - uses informal language.
• insults everybody etc

6. Maintaining hygiene protects us against diseases caused by lack of hygiene.

7. The teacher ensures that learners perform the song respecting the rhythm.

8. Environment is very important for us because: it provides us air, it attracts the rain, it serves as a home for living things (all types of animals), it attracts tourists who pays foreign currency, it helps to clean the sky. From environment, we make different things, etc

9. Deforestation and forest burning, throwing waste in unplanned place, killing animals and poaching, throwing waste into rivers and lakes, dropping human feces (having pee) anywhere, overgrazing etc

10. God forgives us when we sin, He sent his son Jesus to save us, He promises us everlasting life when we do not commit sins, he gives us life, God is generous, He created us in his image, He gave us knowledge and spirit.

**NB:** The teacher can add other answers either given by the learners or provided by her/him when they are related to the question.

### 3.7 Additional activities

**Consolidation activities**

Sing any religious song that you have learnt in the class.

The following activity is given to the child who is not able to perform the song or to ally the song with its movement. The teacher tries to sing with her or him step by step he/she invite learner to repeat.

Sing the song “Ibidukikijje” (refer to lesson two, song Two)

This activity is given to the learners who present some difficulties to memorize the song: the teacher invites the learner to sing a small verse of a song repeating it till he memorizes the whole song:

**Sing the song that you have learnt about politeness:**

This activity is given to the learners who are afraid of singing in public: the teacher invites and asks the learner to sing for him/her, by doing it well the teacher asks him or her to sing in the group, by doing it well he/she asks learner to sing in front of the whole class.
Sing the song “**Gira umunsi mwiza**” the song which is about ceremonies of birthday.

This activity is given to the learners who show difficulties to imitate what is being said in a song or showing possible emotions in the song: the teacher invites four learners to sit in front of others, then asks that learner to sing a song about birthday ceremonies by saying the names of those children facing and touch of them.

**Answers:**
The teacher ensures the instructions mentioned at the beginning of each question are respected.

**Extended activities**

1. 
   a) Sing a song “**Tubungabunge ibidukikije**” (Lesson Two, song Two) imitating the message and respecting the movement.
   b) Explain what you can do to protect the environment at your place.

2. 
   a) What can you do when you see a person (people) who is damaging environment?
   b) Give an example of environmental elements located near your home that have to be conserved.

**Answers:**

1. 
   a. The learner sings the song showing all possible emotions in the song (dancing, smiling, clapping, etc).
   b. Some activities done to protect our environment:
      - Planting trees/ Aforestation.
      - Preparing the garden at home, at school and elsewhere if possible.
      - Avoid throwing waste every where.
      - Avoid dropping human feces everywhere.
      - Protecting the soil against erosion by planting trees.
      - Giving information when you meet a person damaging environment like forest burners, overgrazing and poaching.

2. 
   a. According to this activity, the teacher ensures that a learner is giving his/her own answers after a deep thinking. Some of answers to these questions:
      - Explaining the importance of environment and giving informing on time.
b.

- Forests
- Rivers
- The garden in which trees are planted
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